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Blockade Sparks A,tion

Campus Anti-War Strike Called For Today
By Karen Pruitt·

Today, students and faculty are urged to go to their
morning classes at ten minutes before each hour and try
to persuade the class to discuss the war. If the instructor
refuses, students have been asked by the group to leave
class and ask other students to leave with them.

As most Eastern Students tromped through the mud and
rain to classes and consumer Tawanka or PUB breakfasts
and lunches, some Eastern students and faculty were
busy activating a campaign to protest Nixon's latest drive
against North Vietnam.
Along with the mining of seven North Vietnamese
harbors and bombing of rail lines from China, the
government has upped the May and June draft calls from
those men with draft number of 1 to 15 to those with

These students will then be able to congregate at
Patterson in the second floor lounge. There, counterclasses are taking place and students and faculty are
speaking and leading workshops all morning until 12: 00.
At noon, there will be a rally mill-in leaving from the
second floor lounge Patterson. Guerilla theater will
accompany the rally and perform at various places on
campus on their march to the ROTC Building.
Jeff Riddle, A.S. President-elect, encourages everyone
to participate in the anti-war activities because, "If we
don't protest this insane action, there is a possibility
Nixon will re-introduce American ground troops to the
Vietnamese Civil War." Riddle added, "We should be
escalating peace, not the war."

(UPI)

(Viet Nam)
American warplanes mined six North Vietnamese
harbors yesterday and U.S. sources say they also bombed
rail lines to China.
The . attacks were part of President Nixon's
newly-announed plan to chop off for~ign ~id t~ North
Vietnam in an effort to stop Commumst dnves mto the
South.
.
South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu said in'
a nationwide radio speech that South Vietnam is in grave
danger and called on his people to sacrifice whatever
possible, including blood, to help save the country.
The U.S. Command said today the six ports had been
mined with no loss to U.S. Naval planes during the
operation. One North Vietnamese Mig was downed when
it tried to interfere with the operation.
In the South, Communist troops overran the last major
government base on the western side of Kontum, and
grabbed more territory along the central coast.
Sources believe the Communists want to capture the
central highlands and cut South Vietnam in half.
Haiphong was among the harbors mined: !h~ Pentagon
believes North Vietnam gets 75 per cent of its imports by
sea and that 95 per cent of this flows through the
mechanized port of Haiphong.
The mines will not be activated until sundown Thursday
(Vietnam Time) to give foreign ships time to leave. The
blockade will go into effect at the same time.
(UPI)
(Peking)~ Diplomatic observers in Peking hold the
view that President Nixon's blockade carries the danger
of direct Chinese involvement in the Vietnam war. That
report comes from the Peking correspondent of the West
German news agency D.P .A. The German correspondent
reports that the sources consider it beyond doubt that the
Chinese government will do everything in its power to
break the American blockade.

in this issue

address last night was its possible impact on Nixon's
(UPI VIET)
The Soviet Union is one of the nations most directly Moscow vi~it, scheduled ju~t 15 days from now.
Chief Presidential National Security Advisor, Henry
affected and its initial reaction was angry in tone but
Kissinger, says the White House is proceeding on the
threatened no military or diplomatic action.
In the Senate, Alaska Senator Mike Gravel released assumption that the President's summit visit to the Soviet
secret documents showing that the Central Intelligence Union is still on.
Kissinger says he believes that despite the new crisis
Agency advised President Nixon in 1969 that mining North
Vietnamese ports and bombing rail arteries was an the door is still open for, in his words, "A new era of
east-west relations. "
unworkable military action.
Presidential Advisor Henry Kissinger told Newsmen
Politically in the United States, the reaction divided
the White House is assuming that the plans for a summit
meeting in Moscow 13 days from now are still on. about as usual-most Democrats criticizing the action
Kissinger said the blockade involv~ some risk, saying: severely and Republicans defending it as necessary to end
"The judgment was it did not ivolve unacceptable risk.". the war in Indochina.
Democratic senators, George McGovern of South
In Paris North Vietnam and the Viet Cong issued
statements at the stalled peace talks. Both said Nixon's Dakota and Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota, abruptly
action was an unacceptable ultimatum. Hanoi called · halted their Presidential campaign activities and rushed
back to Washington. Both denounced Nixon's decision.
home its chief peace negotiator for consultation.
But AFL-CIO leader George Meany, a critic of Nixon's
And in Peking, diplomatic sources said they considered
it beyond doubt that the Chinese government will do domestic policies, defended the President's moves in
everything in its power to break the American blockade. Vietnam. Meany said, in these words, "In this time of
The sources in Peking say that Chinese leaders will crisis with 60-thousand lives at stake, I think the
never pursue a policy of improving relations with American people should back up the President
Washington at the expense of the North Vietnamese irrespective of politics or any other considerations."
Student demonstrations spread from the west to the east
Communists. German correspondent Hans-Joachim
Bargmann told U.P.I. the sources feel that by announcing coasts. Most were peaceful, but there were arrests near
the blockade, Nixon has gambled with his entire China the University of California Berkeley campus and near
policy.
Columbia University in New York. In the largest group of
arrests, 51 persons were arrested outside the Federal
Building in downtown Binghamton, New York, today.
(UPI)
Most were students from the state university at
Reaction was swift last night and today to President Binghamton.
Nixon's blockade announcement.
Students, politicians and foreign governments all
registered their feelings.
(UPI-Washington)
But the reaction from the country everyone is most
The Senate Democratic and Republican leadership split
concerned about-the Soviet Union- was slow in coming. sharply over President Nixon's BJockade decision todav .
The first Soviet reaction was from the Tass News Agency. In other Capitol Hill reaction, New y orK Democratic
It was angry in tone, but carried no immediate threat of representative Bella Abzug introduced a resolution
military or diplomatic retaliation.
calling for impeachment proceedings against the
An immediate point of speculation after the President's President.
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editorial

And They Tell Us
To Se Reasonable.

•

Those of us who protest Nixon's most recent
action in the Vietnarn war are much criticized. We
are asked to be reasonable and consider all that
must have entered in to the Presioent's decision.
We are asked to be rational and consider that
perhaps this move was notonlythe best one but also
the only one that could be made. Furthermore we
are asked that if we must criticize to be
constructive in our actions.
But let us for a moment consider the other side of
this coin : what is reasonable about escalating a
war to end a war, what is rational about leading the
world to the brink of a third world war, what is
constructive about war?
It is clear that there are many sides and opinions
to this issue. Perhaps the best way to react to this
shocking action is to engage in dialogue so at least
those of us who must watch and wait may respond
to one another without violence ant.I hatred. So that
we at least may settle differences with dialogue
rather than bombs.
Today students and f acuity are being asked to
engage in just such dialogue. Today is to be a day of
peaceful confrontation so that we too do not have to
resort to the violent confrontation that Nixon
advocates.
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1. Kent State draws its
student population from the
lower -middle-class, semi-ind usDear E ditor,
This letter is to let you know trialized region of northern Ohio.
that the title that was given to my 2. As at Eastern, a high
letter by you or someone on your proportion of the stude nts work to
staff did not fit my letter a t all. If support their college education .
3. The part-time job of some
I would have wanted to say that
of
those studen ts is "weekend
my "so called " leade r irks me,
duty"
with the National Guard,
then that is what I would have
said of the man you or your staff subject to emergency call-up.
4. Those same student " weektitled as being by leader.
end
guardsmen", were in the
I addressed my letter to my
uniformed
ranks besieged by the
Brothers and Sisters, whom I told
irate
crowd
two years ago.
that if I did not love, then I would
5.
How
does
such a youth
not have expressed myself to
react
to
a
fusillade
of bricks and
them the way that I did. I did not
expect you to understand what I rocks, thrown by an angry
was talking about. You did not crowd ? We all know the answer,
say that Mr. Stallworth was not too tragically well.
6. Another gentle thought is
using good m {lnners. You did not
that
a number of off-duty student
title the arti.cle, "This Racist
guardsmen
from Kent State were
Institution Irks Black". I wonder
in
the
crowd
of observers of the
why? Maybe it's just your choice
of words or maybe you expressed incident.
At this point in Ame rica's
your feelings since the title came
history,
charged with turbulent
from the s taff or yourself.
emotion~
and frustrations, perSlave master's children , who
haps
what
is needed most is
follow the ways of their parents
compassion
and
understanding of
toward Black Brothers and
each
other,
r
ather
tha n hasty and
Sisters, even those that I have
given valid criticism, irk me. I'm over-simplified condemnation .
making an attempt to communi- Isn't that the plea that is heard in
cate with my Black Brothers and much of the current popular
Sisters, and I am not trying to cut music?
Glenn Aplin
them down.
(faculty member)

What lrks .Bla,k?

'Congratulations, General! I think we've stopped the offensive."

Arthur L. Sullivan

Pros/Cons Examined
"You KNOW IT AND,: KNOW

. . . . ,#1,.

rr, BUT D0e5 ME KNOW IT'?! 11

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - ........................... ..,..•.
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Shuck Apology Urged
May 4, 1972
Kent State & Jackson State 2
AN OPEN LETTER TO:
Dr. E m erson Shuck
President
Eastern Washington State Col.
Cheney, WA 99004

faculty, staff and comm unity
people re m embered Kent State
and Jackson State and the
continua l war in southeast Asia
today by gathering in front of the
P .U.B. and marching quietly via
a predetermined route to downtown Cheney. I was one of the
participants in the march. The
fact that I was in the march and a
participant in it was my affairboth as a private individual and
as a responsible person in
community with those others who
had chosen to be there. I was not
there in any attempt to expose
myself to any form of harassment. But I a m sorry to say that I
was harassed , as were others.
Two m embers of the Eastern
Washington State College Campus Safety departm ent, in State
of Washingfon car with license
number: B 5059, followed the
march over part of its course and
photographed some of the participants. I am sure that I was one
of the ones photogr aphed . I was
offended; I am offended. I am
embarrassed that s uch a thing
could and did happen at Eastern
Washington State College and I
should think that you should be
embarrassed at its happening.
Since you are the representative
of the State of Washington and
the embodiment of administrative power a nd command of
Eastern Washington State College, I should expect that you will
be the one lo apologize for such
actions on th part of the Campus
Safety department. If you do not
feel that you can apologi ze, I am
sorry that so to GO people in a
legal march pos ' :rnc l1 a threa t to
the sa h'ty of th is ca11 1pus.

As a former resident of the
Kent-Cleveland, Ohio area who
has spent two years collecting
data on the Kent state shootings
I wish to add a few thoughts as~
plea for huma n understanding, as Dear Dr. Shuck :
R sp<'C'tfull v,
•
opposed to condemnation.
A
small
group
of
st_
u
dE;f!t_.
s
:..
•..
.
.
.
.
.
C~(h:i<·
J,. ! l<•pl1:r
".. .
................... ". "
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(UPI)

Governor Dan Evans said yesterday that President
Nixon has embarked on a dangerous course in Vietnam.
He added, however, that perhaps a dangerous course is
necessary to end the war.
At a morning news conference dominated by questions
on the President's decision, Evans said he thought it
would be wise for people not to be too hasty in their
condemnation or comments.
He said it should be recognized that there is a real
danger for remaining American forces in Vietnam from
the present North Vietnamese offensive.
Evans said, "I'm confident that the last thing in the
world we'd like to see is those remaining troops placed in
any considerable danger durjng the remaining time for
their withdrawal.
Evans said the President's action may not help and
some other course may be necessary.
But he added that if it does work, it would achieve the
result everyone wants to see-an end to the war.
(UPI)
Senator Warren G. Magnuson says he is - greatly
concerned by President Nixon's action in blockading
North Vietnam.
Magnuson said the remaining American military
personnel in South Vietnam are classified as advisers and
support, not fighting troops.
Said Magnuson, "Frankly, I think we should take the
troops out now and that would remove the key reason for
an action which I believe has the potential to take us to the
brink (of World War Tbree).
(Reaction)
Not all the reaction to the President's decision was
unfavorable.
The Commander-In-Chief of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars said his organization is solidly behind the President.
Los Angeles County's Board of Supervisors voted
unanimously today to commend the President. The vote
included the only Democrat present.
Colorado Republican Gordon Allot said that while he
regretted the increase in world tension, in Allott's words,
"I do not see that the President had any choice."

(UPI)
Student reaction to President Nixon's blockade
announcement was sudden. But for the most part it was
peaceful.
In Washington, the National Peace Action Coalition and
the Student Mobilization Committee are calling for
demonstrations throughout the week. The groups say the
antiwar actions will culminate Saturday with what an
announcement called, "Some of the most massive antiwar
demonstrations seen to date."
Protesters blocked highways at several points,
including Chicago and between Boulder and Denver,
climbed the Gateway Arch in St. Louis and mixed it up
with police in some areas.
In the East, two fire bombs were thrown at the main
transformer at the University of Rhode Island in Kingston
but failed to do any damage.
In St. Louis seven persons claiming to be members of
the Vietnam Veterans against the war rode to the top of
the 630-foot Gateway Arch to hold it indefinitely. But they
returned to the lobby an hour later.
Demonstrators marched through parts of Boulder,
Color:ido, and blocked traffic on the Boulder-Denver
turnpike before dispersing.
And on the West Coast, protesters overturned 'a police
car a few blocks from the University of California at
Berkeley and put the torch to its gas tank.

(UPI)

(Washington)-Presidential Advisor Henry Kissinger
says that President Nixon's decision to mine North
Vietnamese ports and bomb Hanoi's rail lines with China
was an extremely difficult one. But, Kissinger said today
in Washington, the President did not consider it an
unacceptable risk.

(UPI)
(Washington)- Alaska Democrat Mike Gravel has told
the Senate that as long ago as 1969, intelligence advisers
told the White House that mining of North Vietnam 's ports
would not be a workable military move. Gravel also said
the CJ .A. was pessimistic about cutting the North
Vietnamese rail lines through bombing , another part of
the Nixon blockade plan.
(UPI)
The number-two man in the Defense Department says
the mining of North Vietnam ports is likely to have little
immediate effect on the Communist offensive in South
Vietnam. But, Deputy Defense Secretary Kenneth Rush
stressed the long range effect during a broadcast
interview today (on NBC TV'S Today show).
In Rush's words, "These steps will be increasingly
effective. In time we hope this interruption in supplies will
cause the North Vietnamese to realize that negotiation is
the way out of this war.''
Top government officials say the initial impact of an
(UPI)
effective blockade, although administration officials are
Antiwar demonstrators held a rally at the University of refraining from using that word, would be on fuel
Washington during the noon hour today, then marched to supplies, particularly those for Communist tanks. Some
the U.S. Courthouse.
tanks require 18 gallons of. gas per mile.
About fifteen hundred demonstrators were milling
.. around in front of the courthouse, the scene of the (Attacks- With Viet)
Radio Peking says that China's foreign ministry has
February 17, 1970, riot.
The demonstrators included a contingent of radical issued a protest against alleged U.S. attacks on two
.
women, who displayed a ·huge banner showing the red Chinese merchant ships.
The Foreign Ministry says U.S. warplanes and ships
start and the hammer and sickle on a white background.
attacked two Chinese merchant ships anchored off North
Vietnam Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.
(UPI-Washington) The U.S. Naval oceanographic office
issued a warning to all seafaring nations today that the (UPI)
(New York)-Wall Street prices trailed off heavily, all
mines placed at the North Vietnamese ports will be
day
as a result of the Vietnam decision. At 3 P.M., EDT,
activated at 7 A.M. E.D.T. Thursday. An hour later than
Dow-Jones Industrials were off almost 13 points.
originally announced.

WHEN, WHERE & HOW
.

GRADUATING
SOON?

WORRIED ABOUT GETTING THE KIND OF JOB YOU WANT?
COME TO THE SYMPOSIUM
TUESDAY, MAY 16
EXCUSED CON. 10-11
SECOND FLOOR LOUNGE IN THE PUB
(FREE COFFEE & DOUGHNUTS)

HEAR SPEAKERS FROM:
CIVIL SERVICE
ST ATE EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

--VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

SPONSORED BY: ALPHA KAPPA PSI - BUSINESS FRATERNITY..,,,.
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Pot Signatures Requested
The petition itself, Sta te Initia-

By Ed Bruneau

A different type of blossom has
sprung up on the Eastern campus
this year. A group which originate in Olympia, (Basic Liberalization Of Smokers and Sympathizers Of Marijuana), has seeded
itself on Eastern's soil, with the
help primarily of Greg Ta fft ,
Steve Kenney and Mark Dunham , all Cheney residents.
" People have been really
friendly so far ," said Tafft. "I
like students to come up to the
desk and rap about the peti tion ,
whatever their views on smoking
are. The petition is only to get the
initiative on the ballot for
November 7," he added. " Whether you agree with smoking pot
or not, this petition is just trying
to get it one the ballot so the
people can decide. It's the
democratic process."

tive Mea sure 264 states that it i

an act concerned with liberalizing state regulation of mari juana removing state criminal
sanction and regulating control
r egarding its possession and
transfer, making the advertising
of marijuana a gross misdemeaner. " The meas ure specifically authorizes the State Board
of Pharmacy to conduct educational and research programs to
prevent or deter the mis-use or
abuse of marijuana to terminate
the prosecution and proceedings
presently pending for previous
marijuana violations, and directing the release of persons who
have been incarcerated following
their convictions of such violations.
The Blossom desk is usually
located by the PUB, inside or out,

depending on the w ather.
''We need Hll ,229 legal signatures by July l ,' said Tafft.
" We've gotten from 400 to 500
signa tures here in Cheney so far.
It's rumored that they (other
Blossom groups) have around
80,000 in Seattle."
In order to si.g n the petition, the
person must be a registered
voter. But prin ting petitions are
expensive, so on sale at the desk
are some Blossom patches,
bumper stickers and T-shirts.
The proceeds go to print more
petitions.
All t;fforts and time contributed
to Blossom are volunteer. "We'r e
just doing it because we'd like to
see it on the ballot," said Tafft.
Whether or not Blossom bears
fruit will be determined at the
"sprouting,.' deadline, July 1.

SYMBOL FOR A MOVEMENT-The BLOSSOM group uses this
symbol for its ident ifying mark. Recently it has begun to appear on
patches and bumperstickers.

Second Place Awards
Netted In Tournament
Eastern walked off with two
second place awards in the
American Issues Debate Tournament May 5 and 6.
Sixteen teams from Washing-

bers, Mike Dug aw and Larry
Haapanen. Eastern s Bruce Ellis
and Jerry Howe were second in
the open class followed by a team
from San Francisco State Col-

ton, Oregon, California and Idaho
entered 1n three d1vis1ons debating the national subject; Re-

lege .

Kraft said San Francisco State
traveled
the furthest for the
solved; That the United States
competition.
He said several
should grant amnesty to all
military deserters and draft teams failed to show after
indicating they would enter the
resisters.
Tournament director Larry tournament.
Central Valley High School of
Kraft, Eastern debate coach,
. said 16 teams registered in the Spokane took first place honors in
college division, ten teams were the high school division. Only one
entered in the open division and award was given in that class.
three teams signed up for the Kraft said this was a pioneering
high school division , a new class effort with the entry of high
schools and he said he hopes
this year.
Two sisters competing for more high schools will particiEastern placed second behind pate in the future .
Portland Community College.
Winners in each class were
Joann Whitrock and Jeanine awarded the traditional AmeriGrant edged out third place can Issues Debate Tournament
Washington State University.
plaques. The award was designed
First place in the open division and first given at Stanford
went to two WSU faculty mem- University in 1961.

Ida. Retreat Set

DONATING TO A GOOD CAUSE-Eastern student
Garnet Faith was one of the 193 successful donors
out of the 250 people who tried to give blood in the
spring A.U.S.A. Blood Drive. The drive was held ·
May 4 and 5 in the Louise Anderson Informal
Lounge. Two trophies were presented following the
semi-annu:il event. Winners of trophies were based
on the highest percentage of membership
participating from an organization and the largest
number of donors. Both trophies went to the

E.W.S.C. Sponsor Corps, who have 26 members in
the group. Twenty-five m e mbers gave blood, out of
41 attempts. Receiving honorable mention in the
competition were A.U.S.A.-R.0.T.C. with 18 pints,
Morrison Hall with 17 pints, Streeter Hall with 17
pints, and Louise Anderson Hall with 14 pints. The
total for this spring's drive was 193 pints of blood, as _
compa1·ed to 224 pints that were given last fall. The
total for this school year is 417 pints, an
improvement over last school yea r's total of 226.
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Send $1.00 for your descriptive
catalog of 1,300 quality termpapers
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519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LQS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
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Orientation of newly elected hope that they will all return to
Associated Student and Legisla- Eastern with a common defini IF YOU HAYE
tive officers will begin at the tion of areas to work in next year
ANY QUESTION
Associated Student (A.S.) Work- and the means to attain these
shop to be held May 12 through 14. goals.
ON INSURANCE
A few me mbers of the adminisThese incoming officers and
legislators will be meeting with tration and the PUB professional
the out-going A.S. officers at Ross staff will a_lso attend the meeting.
Point Conference Grounds near
Post Falls, Idaho for a weekend
of review of the 1971-72 academic
year and planning for 1972-73.
at EASTERN
Bruce Murray, assistant program director of student activMen's Hairstyling
ities, stated several goals that
planners of the conference hope
to attain.
Pence Student Union Building
First they are going to examine
the participant's reasons for
Cheney, Wa sh ington 99004
- - becoming involved ·f-1-----stu-dent
Government, and discuss their
personal and their organizational
goals.
Next they will review the past
school year and determine the
Stylists:
difference between the goals they
Ernie Kish
had set for the year, and what
Sherre Dickinson
they actually accomplished . Thus
they will determine what they
actually have accomplished.
Finally, Murray expressed the

CALL HU 9-5738

J~

at

t,ent

&

__.__)

washington

May 16 - 17 - 18

Flash Cadillac &
The Continental Kids
Advanced tickets now on sale at Uncle Sam'

:eoal.ng
.

sool· coming· soon c.omi~·g soon
'

'

MAY 10:

Dames Club, 7:30 p.m., Showalter 201
MAY 11:

EWSC Percussion Ensemble in
the Music Building Recital Hall
tonight at 8: 15.
"Temples People Build" a program of slides of the shrines
European man has built to
express his religious beliefs,
sponsored by the EWSC history
club and presented by Dr. James
Kieswetter tonight at 7:45 in the
PUB Council Chambers. General
public is invited with no admission charge.

Dick Schmidt, of Prudential
Insurance Co., will be on campus
to interview majors in Business
Administration, Finance, Marketing, Political Science, and
Pre-Law for positions as Special
Agents (Life Insurance Sales
Positions) and Management
Trainees. Their positions will be
in Eastern Washington and Track - Moscow, Idaho.
Northern Idaho.
There will be an organizational
A follow-up to last quarter's meeting of the Liberation Union
Meadow Lane Nursing Home today at 3:00 p.m. in PUB room
Visitation will take place today. 3B. All students, teachers, adSororities and fraternities will ministrators and Cheney resiparticipate in this gesture to dents are welcome to attend.
create friendship between the Come and bring a friend or two.
mentally retarded folks at the
home and college youth. Activi·
ties will include balloon stomping MAY 12:
Baseball,
there
- Central W~shpinata breaking, dancing and
ington
State
College,
game time
singing. There will be punch and
is
3:00
p.m.
cookies served.

the doctor's bag
by Arnold Werner

M.D.

.QUESTION: I have been having problems with excessive cigaret
smoke making me ill in class. Most classrooms are not well ventilated.
I get an awful headache, watery eyes and an upset stomach. I also get
dizzy and feel uncoordinated if I don't get air after a while. Since I pay
to go to classes the same as any other student, why do I have to sit in a
gas chamber, then stagger out and retch after every class?
Sometimes I think I do poorly on exams because of the effects cigaret
smoke has on me.

ANSWER: Immediately after receiving the above letter, which was
countersigned by two other people agreeing that this was- a big
problem, I did some checking and was dismayed to find that there are
no regulations against smoking in class on several campuses.
Therefore, it seems as if there are many places where no immediate
legal recourse would be possible. The author of the letter makes a
valid point about the inconvenience and actual physical distress
experienced by a fair number of nonsmokers in the presence of heavy
smokers. I have recently attended some committee meetings in my
University where smoking was suspended by agreement to allow there
already gaseous and labored affairs to proceed without further
noxious influences.
Habituated smokers have the knack of imposing the by-products of
the obnoxious addiction on all who surround them. It is a rare, gentle
friend who asks if it is all right before lighting up in the presence of
nonsmokers. Some recent studies have shown that staying in a room
with a large number of smokers r.e~ults in an increase in the blood
level of carbon monoxide in the nonsmokers.
Physiological explanations for your difficulties are easier to find
than solutions to your porblem. I wonder if a group of nonsmokers
would institute legal action to prevent smoking in classrooms, since a
very good case could be made that the nonsmoker is deprived of his
rights in circumstances when he must inhale dangerous smoke-filled
air against his wishes. But, that sounds like a long range project and
won't help you the next time you have to take an exam. Instead, you
could ask the instructor to provide you with an oportunity to take the
exam in a nonsmoke-filled room. I wager that there will be a
substantial number of people in every one of your classes that would
join you in demanding this right and it would be a simple matter for
the instructor to comply; all he could have to do is find a separate
room for the smokers. It is my feeling that some degree of
understanding must be shown to those people who are addicted to
substances including nicotine. If people are made so anxious and
unable to function during exams when they cannot smoke, then special
provision should be made for them.
QUESTION: I am using a sunlamp regularly for my complexion.
My skin seems to be peeling constantly. Is this harmful? Can it cause
skin cancer?
ANSWER: Natural sunlight or a sunlamp has a drying effect on the
skin. The drying accounts for some of the beneficial effects when
used in treating acne. However, exposure that causes skin to peel
constantly as you described, is unwise and unsafe. In addition to
prematurely aging the skin, there is evidence that prolonged and
repeated exposure to actinic rays ( the burning rays of the sun or
sunlamp) over a period of many years can make some people more
susceptibel to skin cancer.
QUESTION: My girlfriend and I both enjoy oral sexual stimulation
together. Can this result in any disease transfer or infection. Also, is
there any danger from ingesting semen?

ANSWER: Both the mouth and the vagina contain a wide variety of
bacteria. Some people will argue that the vagina is the cleaner as it
does not contain decaying food. If there is any risk of infection
transfer, it might involve viruses transferred from the mouth to the
vagina, but this is in the realm of speculation. One warning, however:
if one partner has gonorrhea or sphyilis, infection can be transferred
to the oral cavity.
Pregnancy cannot result from swallowing semen. Semen is a.
nontoxic combination of materials high in protein. There
recorded
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Baseball, there - Central Washington State College, 10:00 a .m.

Spokane Falls Open Track, 6:00
p.m . Spokane.
"Cromwell" 8:00 p.m., (G) PUB
Multi-Purpose Room.
AWS Mother - Daughter Day
Luncheon, fashion show, senior
Woman of the Year, Freshman of
the Quarter announced, all beginning at noon today .

'

Car Rally - - Sponsored by Alpha
Phi Omega Service Fraternity
will begin at 10 a .m. today in the
University City Parking Lot,
Spokane. $3 donation ticket
available from APO member.
Proceeds go to Davis School for
the Hearing Handicapped in
Spokane. First and second place
trophies in both expert and
beginners classes wil.l be given.
There will be a very special
award for the Campus organization or living group whose top two
entries do better than any other
organization or team.

MAY 14:

"Cromwell" 8:00 p.m ., ( G) PUB
Multi-Purpose Room.

Larry Jess , Senior Trumpeter
Recital in the MBRH, tonight at

8:15 p.m.
MAY 15:

Ms. Shierman, wife of a Spokane
Prisoner of War (POW) will
speak today at 2:00 in Patters~n
Auditorium.
MA.):' 16:

Bus~ness symposium.
"Salt of the Earth", 2:00 and 8:00
p.m. in Patterson Auditorium .
Free.

Special Showing - Monterey Pops
Festival, PUB 3:00 and 8:00 p.m.
$1.00 admision .

Capital Budget Prepared For Leg.
Preparation of a capital budget
requesting 10 to 12 million dollars
for new buildings will be the task
before the Facilities Committee
when they meet this Spring.
These requests will be submitted by priorities to the·· state
legislature for funding, said
Eastern 's vice-president of planning and development, Ken
Kennedy.
Phase III of the Health and
Physical Education (HPE) Complex, which Eastern had hoped to
have funded last legislative
session will be given first
priority.
The institution was given the
money to plan the auditorium
arena portion of the complex with
the idea that it was going to be
built, Kennedy stated.
This puts the auditorium just
about 18 months from completion
once the money is provided as the
building has been planned and is
ready to go to bid, Kennedy
added.
The ,utility tunnel has been
completed up to the hillside site ·
for the building which will consist

of µn auditorium arena to replace
the Fieldhouse as home base for
most of Eastern's athletic contests.
Architects have- given consideration .to a seating capacity for
between six and seven thousand
spectators in designing the proposed building.
The cost of Phase III of the
HPE complex will be in excess of
five million dollars, Kennedy
said.
A lesser project of considerable
interest is the construction of a
three hundred thousand dollar
Biology Laboratory on Turnbull
Wildlife Refuge.
The project, planned by the
Biology Department in connection with Federal Wildlife Management people, would give
biology students the advantage of
being able to study from a lab
located in the wild from which
they would be able to observe the
object of study in a real life
situation in its natural habitat,
Kennedy said.
When funded, the building wiH
be about a year from completion,

Kennedy said.
A~other consideration before
the Facilities Committee will be
the expansion of the intructional
media center (IMC) and John F.
Kennedy Memorial Library, according to Kennedy.
Tije Committee will also '-=onsider the need to locate the
mathematics department in a
permanent building of its own.
The math department presently ~olds classes in the Science
Building and in Patterson Hall
which were never designed as
mat~ematics buildings. Patterson does not have the blackboard
space required by math classes,
Kennedy noted.
Relocation of the Mathematics
department would also free more
than 20 offices in Patterson Hall
whioh could solve the office
problems of the humanities staff,
Kennedy said.
·
Other departments with building priorities expected to be
considered include: Chemistry,
Physjcs, Home Economics ; Education; and Psychology.

..
I

Maybe you'll pour cereal.
·oul of lhis page.
It could happen. Some old magazines
and newspapers are being recycled
into new cereal boxes, old cereal boxes
into new corrugated board and so on.
All this recycling is going to take
some kind of power and much of it will
come from electric power.
Experts say the demand for electric
power will double in the next ten years.
A sizable chunk of this will go for
cleaning and preserving our environment.

"''···

New generating faciUties must be
built to meeet taese demands, and in a
way compatible with our environment.
We'll continue working to do this. But
we need your understan~ding
today to
meet tomorrow's needs.
:-')
Q_
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THE WASHINGTON
WATER POWER CO.
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leg.islators View
Concert Funding
Instead of the $700 granted last
week to the All-Indian Club, the
Associated Student (A.S.) Legislature reconsidered and gave
them $870 at Thursday's meeting. ·
The club requested more money
because of some changes in their
Rap-In scheduled for May 12th
and 13th.
"I think it's a good program-a
lot better than what was proposed
last week," stated Jim DeWalt,
who voted against funding the
program the first time. One
change in the new program is
that the war dances, whose
participants would have competed for $400 in prizes, has been
concelled to provide for a
speaker, Lionell Bourdeau. Other
special discussion leaders will
also participate in the program
and money was requested to
cover their transportation.
The new Indian Club request
was granted unanimously.
· In other · business at the
meeting, Herb Jones gave a
report on the success of the
Richie Havens concert which was
sponsored by five area colleges,
including Eastern. "We lost
. $5,000 on the concert and EWSC
was responsible for 30 percent of
this amount. But, Richie Havens
being the man he is, we paid him
$5,000 instead of the original
$7,000 so the total loss is $3,000.
The concert itself was really a
success. I talked to some people
from the radio stations and they

said it was probably the finest
concert they've seen in Spokane."
When asked if concerts of this
nature could be successful in the
future, Jones replied, "It depends
on the people involved, on ·how
close the co •eges work together.
If they cooperate on smaller
programs, they'll be able to
cooperate on something as big as
this and make it work."
It was announced at the
meeting that the Alumni Association has decided to start a
fund-raising campaign . This
money would be used in three
areas: unrestricted scholarships,
,student programs, and an undetermined classification which
would be for college betterment
in student areas. "It would really
be a good thing," Jones commented. The Alumni Association
would like to increase the
amounts of money they give back
to students and eventually become self-supporting rather than
totally dependent . on student
funds.
The last item of Jegislative
business was a unanimous agreement for President John Allen to
write a letter of commendation to
Bob Maplestone for his fine
performance in track.

Video Tape Network Brings
New Entertainment FOrm
By Ed Bruneau

Within several - weeks, a
totally new concept - in campus
entertainment will be offered at
Eastern. An entire network of
programing in a video tape
system, especially and specifically for college audiences, has
become a reality.
The Video Tape Network ·
(VTN) monitor system will be
located on the second floor of the
PUB, directly above the food
service. This service should be
especially beneficial to commutors who have time between
classes.
The existance of this facility is
not as exciting as its future
programs and possibilities. "A
lot of programs that will be
viewed won't ever be shown on
television." said Herb Jones,
co<Jrdinator of the project. "The
network has let us use many of
their programs for free until we
get started." he said. "Most of
them are fast-paced programs
which are an experience in
themselves."
In a pre-viewing of some of
these programs, portions of
"Wassamotta - U" and "Movie
Orgy" were shown. "Wassamot-

ta - U'.' is an hour long Rocky and hut now that this facility is
"Movie Orgy" is a hilarious ' available, we can contact other
splicing from the 1950 movie era. schools all over the nation, and
In "Wassamotta - U", many possibly get all sorts of video
satirical events are subtly re- productions, both amateur and
layed by animation. The board of professional, in the interest of
trustees, campus life, "simple- students." said Jones.
Other possibilities would be a
ton" course, and the football
team are only a few of the student film festival. Cost of
humorous subject~ aimed at the production is minimal because
video tape · can be used over
audience.
again.
Concerts, guest speakers,
In "Movie Orgy," hysteria and
nostalgia are all emphasized on and special local events all can be
the monitor screen. Clips from "1 put on video tape and shown later
Was a Teenage Werewolf," for viewing on the monitor.
How will Eastern react to this
"Robin Hood", "Ozzie and Harriet", "Mighty Mouse", "Post new college orientated media? "I
Alphabits", cowboy shows, and think it depends on the material.''
monster movies, are all arranged said Jones. "If the person who
in a three-hour long presentation. schedules the programs does so
Besides a purely entertainment in the best interest of the
format, programing also will be students, then it should be
great.''
including creative historical doWith hopes that the Video Tape
cumentaries. One offered on the
Network
will be successful, plans
Civil War is "The State of the
Union." "I have never seen are being made for other
anything like it." commented monitors in different areas in the
Herb Jones. "Every side of the PUB. As of now, when the unit is
issue is told really the way it set up, it will run continuously
during the day, and maybe in the
was."
evenings.
Big Brother won't be
Opportunities for this unit are
you '11 he
aparently limitless . "Not only watching you
or a
can A.S. advertise all the coming watching big brother
events, and the day's happenings, reasonable facsimilie.

'1< 7111/, Sfl,tUt,4,0,'t,d,
~ t'-e 1/, t~ea«1,af!
Financing of a newly formed
scholarship and loan fund lead to
the Radio Television Guild's
(RTUG) current money raising
effort of a bike giveaway.
In addition to the two bikes, 20
L.P. albums and 30 single records
will be given away at a RTVG
sponsored dance, Saturday, in
the PUB.
"Two 10 speed bikes worth $95
each were donated by Pacific
Northwest Bicycle of Spokane to
be given a way," said Guild
president, Sam Smith.
The two German-made 26 inch
bikes are on display at the RTVG
booth, main street, in the PUB.
RTV Guild consists of more
than 50 members, mostly RTV
majors or minors, but anyone
interested in broadcasting and its
related fields is welcome.

Money-Garnering
Plan Organized
A two-week long Phone-a-thon
to reach Eastern alumni and
friends will begin Wednesday
evening on behalf of the new
EWSC Development Fund.
Dr. Emerson Shuck, EWSC
president, said the new fund
drive has evolved from the
Alumni Fund Drive out of the
necessity to find additional sources of funding at a most critical
time for public higher education.
" As EWSC has grown and
inflation has increased costs, it
has become necessary to raise
more money, ' ' he said.
"The state's financial problems have led the legislature to
propose tuition increases and
these, in turn, will increases
students' need for financial
assistance.''
Increased funds, Dr. Shuck
said, will make more scholarships available to students, and
maintain ·and improve student
and academic programs on
campus.
Donors may specify any special project to receive their
donations.

Olympia's hip full-color hip-pocket poster is a great way to
show you're hip.
Full size it measures 24 by 37 inches ... just perfect for covering large
-- - ----- ------ ------------------- ,
holes in dorm wall plaster. ·

Io get yours,

:

PLEASE PAINT PLAINLY

1

NAME

(First Name)

send $1.00.

1

(Middle Name)

(Last Name)

MAI LING ADDRESS
(Street Address)

(City)

(State)

(Zi p Code)

,

Olympia Brewing Company, Tumwater, Washington ·01y ·®

Enclose a check or money order made payable to OLYMPIA
BREWING CO. Cash can not be accepted. Return the com pleted form and check to The Gift Shop, OLYMPIA BREWING
: CO. P. 0 . Box 947, Olympia, Washington 98507.EWSC _

1

1:

, l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ ,
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Fall Quarter Prer~gistration
Set For Next Week In SUB

the demand.' '
they are urged not to send a
The course requests is another check until after they receive the
step inthe development of the billing notice which will be
computer r egistration sys tem mailed with the confirmations
Eas tern is planning.
cards , he said.
Liljegren stated that the main
Summer quar ter registration
problem with registration is that forms will be processed weekly
students just don't read the on a firs t-come, firs t-serve basis
catalogue. The new catalogue is with no pr iorities given with
easier to read because it is regards to year in school, the
clearly sectioned so that a registrar said . The first requests
student need read only those , were processed last week.
sections that pertain to him, he
said.
Preregistration will also be
conducted in the Registrar's
office from 11: 00 to 12: 00 and
from 1: 00 and 3: 00 during
weekdays between June 26 and
The Summer Program for
August 11.
Enrichment
and Recreation
Registration for those students
(Project
SPEAR),
sponsored by
who will be attending the
summer session is presently in the Grace Lutheran Church of
progress and complete course Spokane, will offer students at
listings ·are available in ·the Eastern an opportunity to work
summer catalogue obtainable . with children during the summer .
from the summer quarter office and earn some college credits.
The purpose of the Project
located on third floor Showalter.
SPEAR,
according to the advisor
Liljegren said it should be a
good summer program since the Rev. Allen Ingehritsen, is to
there is a great variety of classes acquaint students and workers
with low-income neighborhoods
and workshops offered.
and
the people in them. He said
Registration blanks are located
the
counselors will have an
on the back of the summer
opportunity
to become familiar
catalogue and the registration
form should be postmarked by with the physical environment as
May 19, Liljegren said. Students they work with younger children. ON DISPLAY THROUGH FRIDAY--The PUB Gallery is currently
The program will deal primay also hand carry the form to marily with children aged 3-10, housing a display of batiks and ceramics, most of which are for sale .
the registrar's office.
The works are by students who have studied at Eastern or who
The registrar stated that it is with special consideration given ~urrently attend school here. The batik in the picture is by Ann
small
groups
of
older
children.
to
''not required to send a check
Volunteers in the program will Patterson.
with the course request. In fact,
be given a token salary, expected
to be about $100 for the summer,
according to Ingebritsen. Dr.
Alfred Prince, Eastern sociology
professor, said college credit
could be arranged for participaThe summer programs of Eastern Washington State College
tion in the program.
a wide range of opportunities for students who wish to
offer
All counselors will be required
Eastern's Sponsor Corps re- to attend a five-day preparation
begin or continue their education. Many of the regular academic
cently won four trophies, inclu- workshop beginning June 19.
year courses are available, as well as a large number of
ding one for second best overall SPEAR activities begin June 26
graduate courses and special courses specifically planned for
team, in drill competition in and will end August 11.
summer students.
Reno, Nevada, which included
Students planning to attend the 1972 summer session should
Each worker will supervise
more than 40 teams from all over activities for two hours each day,
complete the registration form found in the summer quarter
the western United States.
bulletin and return it, either in person or by mail, to the
from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. Regular
The other awards that were classes in arts and crafts,
Admissions Office before May 19. Class confirmation car ds and
won were second best drill athletics, music and field trips
fee slip will be mailed to you. Fees 1nay ·be paid at the time the
commander, second place in will be given. Older children will
schedule confir mation is received or anytime through the fifth
regulation drill and second place have an opportunity to par ticiclass day, June 23.
in exhibition drill.
Summer session bulletins ar e a vailable in Showalter No.
pate in a scheduled program of
306.
drama , jewelry making, sewing,
music, shop (using simple tools )
I
and individual programs to meet ·
the needs of the children.
Further information and volunteer sign-up may be arranged
Two training workshops for Family House of Spokane, and through Dr. Prince at the
Rap-In, the campus and com- Spokane's Way Inn, will be the Eastern sociology department,
munity telephone service, will be first get-together the volunteers Patterson 3053 telephone 359-7931.
Buy Now Wh .i le
held tonight and tomorrow night. have had.
Three workshops will be conVolunteers who have already
The Selec t ion is Large!
been trained will be attending one ducted by Gary Sterner of
W e also ca r r·y
of the sessions, held in Martin Eastern 's counseling center who
R ussell Stover C andies
Hall room 244 from 7 :30 to 9: 00 aids in training of the volunteers
send a n FTD .Sweet Surp.m. according to Rap-In's stu- and the coordination of the
prise. An arrangement of
dent coordinator, Rondi Hall . service's operations, Rick Tra..
bea ut iful fresh flowers or
The sessions will feature train- cey of the Family House and
a
lovely
gree
n
pl
a
n
ter
ing in continued role-playing and Andy Anderson of the Way Inn,
arr a nged in o ur excl udiscussion will s urround the Ms . Hall sta ted .
sive ha nd-pa inted Italian
The program will " mostly be a
differ ence between . direct queswatering p itcher. Give us
recreational type
self-awareness
tions and being emphatic " listena call or s top i n . A nd
order it ear ly to a r rive
ing and being where a per son is ," activity to get to know each other
on Rap-In," she said. The
said Ms. Hall .
-~·;t\\ ' //• ..
early: •
voJJ.mteer s have gotten to know
The
volunteers will also the com munity, but ha ve never
pr ac tice voice tones to realize the really gotten together as a group
{'..~
~~~~
effect of having their voices for a function, she said.
~~rlli-,
sound as they should over the
Food will be provided by the
telephone, Ms . Hall stated.
volunteers themselved and food
"We will also be discussing and lodging will cost each
what we, as Rap-In volunteers, individual a total of $4.00,
can do to do a better job of according to Ms. Hall.
providing a service for the
community and the college," she
added. Rap-In is always open to
suggestions on how it can
1 Bedroom & 2 Bedroom ..
improve the services it offers the
Apts. & Duplex Units For
Sweet
college students and the 1oca1
Surprise #1, Fresh 9 .9 5
Sharing Students. Many
HOURS: 7:45 .to 6pme
.
population, according to Ms.
Flower Arrangement
Hall.
Units have All Appliances
Sweet Surp.:ise #2, S g S
Green Planter
•
Also on Rap-In's schedule is a
including Washer & Dryer.
"self-awareness workshop" to be
Carpeting in All Units. Call
per pound
held May 20 and 21 at the Weller
Retreat House in north Spokane,
you press
I_ 4,J& Al'1 R ~AL TY
Ms. Hall said.
inc.
The workshop, which wilJ
1st & Pine
235-6191
f ature representatives from
Cheney
401 -1st St. _
Eastern 's counceling center, the •
Pr regis tra tion for fall qua rte r
will be held next Monday through
Wednesday in W.W. Isle Union
Building (the Old SUB).
Juniors, Seniors and graduate
students are set for registration
on Monday with the underclassmen following on Tuesday. Wednesday is open to any student who
has not previously preregistered.
Preregistration will be simplified in that the registration
packet will not contain as many
cards. Registrar Del Liljegren
said students will have an official
registration card on which they
will choose their classes and once
they have picked up the class
cards and gone through final
checkout, the students will be
registered for those classes.
Students preregistering will
also be givena biographical data
card to verify that it is up to date,
LiJjegren said.
This print out contains such
information as year in school,
date of birth, campus address,
permanent address and address
to which grades are to be sent. If
the printout is accurate, students
will merely turn it back in.
If it is inaccurate, space is
provided to update the data.
The third form in the preregistration process is a computer
"course request sheet" which
Liljegren stated would not be
used for determining course
schedules. "Students will secure
each class and section on their
regular registration card," he
said.
On these sheets, students will
be asked to make their first
choice as to the schedule of
courses that they would like to
have. Liljegren said that after all
student requests for fall quarter
are in, the requests will be
analyzed with respect to what the
students wanted for class schedules ·n correlation with what ·
they actually get through the
normal registration precess.
He said the course requestcourse registration analysis is
being done to "make sure we are
loking at an operable system
where students can request their
course and we can adjust to meet

Credits Offered
For Child Work

Suin111er Progr~,n Sets
Various Opportunities

~ponsor Corps
Wins Trophies

Sensitivity Seminar
Set Up For Rap- In

REMEMBER MOM with
Hallmark.
MOTHER'S DAY CARDS!

For
Mother's Day .. .
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PHARMACY
120 F ST.
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Cleaners
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Twilight Rated Big Success;
Map lestoneT r ium phsEasi ly
By Mick Mellor

"A really great meet!' exclaimed Eastern track coach
Gerry Martin following the finish
of the EWSC Twilight Track
Meet last Saturday.
Some of the best times and
distances on the Pacific Coast
were recorded at the record
breaking meet.
Little Norbert Payton, a Cougar Track Club sprinter, ripped
off the starting blocks in the 100
yard dash and ran a sensational
9.3 second victory. Following
Payton was his Cougar teammate Larry Scheurer who, after
running a 9.35, came back to post
a 20.6 time in the 220 and win the
race.

Another fine performance in
• B"lil k
h
t e loo was E as tern S

H iah hurdl es -- 1. Anb M11rlin ( l dilhO I ,
14 J · 2
TIP. bel Wt>P.n Steve Cnchr c1n
1ws'u 1 and Pau l Titchen11I (ldahOl. 15.0 ;
4. Joe Pi lkinQIOn (EW l. 15.8. (J lly Wheeler , I, d i ~oual if iedl.
100.. 1 Norbf>rt P,w ton ( Couaar TC l.
9.::1 ; 2. Larry Scheurer ! COU!IM TC). 9 .lS ;
3 Dewayne Bowles ( EW). 9.6; A. Tie
b ctween A l Bero m an ( Idaho) and Colli e
Mr,~~c~~~~r_o~·J · 7Miller ! Cougar TCl.L tS4·
5 . 2 Al Carlson <ldahol. 147- 1; J. i:sruce
cid11ho ), 142-2; 4. Leo Oouoherl y (Monll ,
141-9.
r ci 0•8 , .
,4 ,
4AO--l. Steve St r11 ub ! Hu:skY
,
2. Dave woolklnd 1couo11r TCI , 48.11 : Ji

Picard •.who ran an all time best of

98

• •

Were
Other Eastern -c,tandOUtS
"'
Rob Watson winning the high
J·ump ' Mike · lopley in the J·avelin
competitio~, a second place shot
put finish by Dave Baker, the
COtttinUOUS first place finish by
· th e poIe van It an d
P au IRosser 111
Karl Atkinson's run in the 880.
Atkl·nson ' not a USUal 880
runner, Will Continue to run the
. f Or th e
880 l·n h Opes Of qual l"fymg
Nationals .
One groµp of Eastern sprinters
that Coach Martl·n was particularly pleased with were the two
·n
relay teams Who Placed Second l
Boyd Gittins, another member both relays besides posting their
of the impressive Cougar Track best times of the year.
Club, ran his first serious 440
Tomorrow h as the E as tern
. ters t rave1·m g to Moseow,,
hurdles this year and crossed the sprm
finish line in 51.5, qualifying him Idaho, for a 4-way meet with
for the AAU National Meet.
Idaho, Whitworth and Montana.
"I'm very happy with our
Coach Martin stated this will be
guys," commented Coach Martin a low pressure meet for the
on the outcome of the meet. Savages as the Eastern men will
"Almost all of them hit their best be tried in events not usually
time or distance at the meet."
entered by them. This will be
In what was suppose to be the done to find out their ability in
bighting of the meet, the Arnie · these events.
440 Rela • ·
. .-..
No. 1 (Mack
Pelluer Invitational Mile became Wheeler.
H 4•1. ~. ,
1l. 42.0; 2. EWSC
a one man race as Eastern's Bob No. 1. 42.7
· '
· 1. 2, 43.6: 4. EWSC
No. 2, 44. l
Maplestone showed his superiorCollf'ge ,not~ I lioyd Collins (Mon).
:21.8; 2. Mika ti·· , el Cldahol. 4 : 36.5: 3.
ity over the minimal competition dDick
Leland CWS lJ ), 4 : 40.6; ,. Randy
Pilck
!EWl. 4:43.6.
in winning the mile event.
Shot PUl-·- 1. Steve Bruce I Idaho). 49.·
, 2 ; 2. Dave Baker IEWl. 48-6; 3. Scott
Besides Maples ton's easy vic- 8Garske
!EW). 47·6; 4. Toby Robillard
. 47-5 1 •:-.
tory, several other Savage spik- (EW)
Hloh lumP-1. Roh Watson IEWl. 6·4 ,
2. Tom Robert!- I Mon l. 6-4; J. Mike Wade
ers showed their abilities.
(Mon), 6-3; 4. Dick Warwick {un.). 5-111/, .
lump. ..!. Lloyd Brown (Cougar
Duane Bowles ran a 9.6 in the TC)Long
, 22.-ll'/7 ; '1 . Garv Normond (Mon),
100 to qualify for the N.A.I.A. 21-7
: J. Cl int Hall (Idaho). 21·3; 4. Glen
!Monl. 20·9.
Nationals in Billings, Montana, Chaffey
Javelin-t. Mik,: Lyngslad (Montana
TC!. 241-8: 2. Cra1a Stiles (Mont). 2?.9·7 ;
and then came back to post his J. Mike Hopley (EWJ. 220-4; , . Warwick
l. 215·2.
best time in the 220, a fine 21.5 Cun.
PoleYaull - 1. Paul RosSf'r I EWl. ld-6 ;
2. Lee Urb.-niak (Mont) , 14·6: J . Lee
showing. Arthilucl (Savai:ie TCl, 13-6; 4. Tom Kleln
1

!Idaho). ll-6.

Not Everything Is Green
Spring! A time when flowers blossom and
proposed college budgets shrivel. This spring is no
exception.
Eastern 's budget for next year is in the making
and will undoubtedly need slicing. Where executive
scissors will trek is not certain but one item will
stand predominately in the path - athletics.
At Eastern, budget adjusters will be doing
nothing unusual from past years. The proposed
athletic budget for next year is reportedly ,higher
than in the past but more than likely will end up
similar to recent figrlres.
The financial squeeze has hit other Northwest
schools.., hopefully more than it will Eastern.
Central's athletic program was recently hit hard
by budget cuts. Central was forced to curtail their
program to the four Evergreen Conference sports
(football, basketball, baseball and track) and at
the present those are in doubt. To remain in. the
con!erence a school must participate in those four
sports. Western also figures to encounter budget
problems.
The consensus trend seems to be toward more
_ _ _ _____.r.nt.nz-m.u-roJ-SpO+ts-.-St--udent-s-tJJ
action, too.
Eastern should fair better. The athletic program
is posibly at the height of its rebuilding and to be
stymied at this stage, the effects would be felt for
many years. Undoubtedly, some minor sports will
feel the ax, but the A.S. Legislature and others
concerned with the budget should take enough
pride in Eastern 's athletic program to keep it
strong.
So - not all flowers are blooming-yet.

I

0

49 9

·

4

· ;
~,;t~utr(1~:g~\~ s6_lg,ahn) ,
'
f'IIU
880 - - 1. John Mauch (Husky ~Cl.
1 . 54 s· 2 KMI Atkinson 1Ew 1. 1:55 .7: J.
T'ie ·b etween Nick Lazanis !EW l and Tom
Feeley (Montl. 1 : 57.2.
·
AdO lnlermedl 11te~- - l. BoYd Gittins ( Cou
ga r TC J. 51 .5; 2. Ti tchPnal ! lrfahol, 55,d :
3. Denni !- Cinak ! WSU l. 56 ..S; 4. M-,rtln
( Idaho). 57.2.
I t
Pell uer Speci al M l le- I . Rob Mao es nne
!EW l. 4:07.3; 2. Rick _R Iiey I Couqar TC" l.
A· l J.J ;
J. Ari Sandison \ Cougar TC ).
.t · lA. ~ ; " · nick Miller /Mont . d : 1.~ n
220.- 1. 5ch eurer ccouoar TC> . 20 6
Cwind·a ldedl : 2. Hall !Idaho) . 21.J : 3. T ie
between Straub (Husky SCl ann Be r gm an
n~~~g1~ ?J~·P- 1. Chaffey <Mont!. 43-8 : 2.
W11de ! Mont) , 42·1 l'h; 3. Joe Brogdon
(Idaho ). 42·0'1? ; 4. Nor mand (Mont >. 4t·5.
cJn~ll.er..;rrs\\ '?tJ lmH~"a5tch!;"c?J:~:t
t4 : 31.0; 3. Wes Prlestlev <Montl U : 31 .0:
4. Barry Jahn ! EWl. 15 :14.3.
M ile relav ·-1. Cougar-Huskv
T(
(Mauch . Wonlk l nd . Smith. Straub). 3:1 9.1;
2. Ewsc . 3 :20.9.

MAPLESTONE WITH EASE Eastern distant star Bob Maplestone still has some company at
the half mile mark of the Arnie
Pelluer Invitational last Friday.
Cougar Track Club member Rick
Riley and Montana's Dick M•ller
stay crose in early going. Bob
clocked 4: 07 .3 while Riley was a
long second at 4: 13.3. (Photo by
Tom Vail, more pictures
page 11).
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One Run Losses fatab

Disheartened Diamond Crew
Treks To Ell.ensbu.rg Finale
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By Dick Epton

The Eastern Washington Savages' chances of winning the
conference title were dealt a
mortal blow last week when they
lost all five games they played
fo~r by the margin of one run'.
This leaves EW with a record of
8-6 in conference play with just
three games remaining. Oregon
College leads the EVCO with a
mark of 11-2.

Monmouth over the weekend. At
any rate they lost all three games
of this tripleheader.
On Frida~ they lost by allowing
the Oregonians two runs in the
bottom half of the ninth. The
winning run scored on a passed
ball by Eastern catcher Ron
Sand. Earlier 'in the sixth the
Savages scored four runs when
after two were out, Don Provo:
Ken Conlin, and Steve Blake
singled and John Godfrey and
Daryl Parsons doubled. The final
score was 5-4.

In Saturday's doubleheader
This weekend the Savag~s wind Eastern again was unable · to
up their season with a triple- meet the challenge. The first
header against Central washing- ·· game ended up 2-1 when OCE
ton in Ellensburg. The string of m~na~ed _to score two runs in the
losses reduced Eastern's overall third mn!ng. An Eastern error
record to 13-17-1 with ten of the helped th1~ endea~or. EW got its
only. ru~ m the sixth when Ken
losses being by a single tally.
Last Tuesday · Lewis-Clark Conhn smgled home Kim DeLong
State College of Lewiston defeat- after the latter had singled and
ed the Savs twice in a double- stol~n second.

header. The first game wasn't
close as the L-C pitcher, Steve
Jentsch, was able to bottle up the
Savages · on only five hits. The
final was 7-1.
The second game was somewhat closer. Eastern was almost
able to squeak it out in the
seventh inning. Behind 4_21 Mike
Hare led off with a single
followed by a walk to Daryl
Parsons. Next Steve Farrington
clubbed his 3rd straight double to
narrow the margin to 4_3. The
rally fizzled, however, when L-C
brought a relief pitcher who was
able to retire the side on just a
pop and a ground ball.
Quite possibly the two losses in
Lewiston took the steam out of
the Savages when they went up
a~ainst leading contender OCE in

Fmally ~o make the week a
complete.disaster Oregon.College
won the mghtcap 4-3. They scored
~r~e un~arn.ed runs in the first
mnmg, highhghted by a 400 foot
home run by Richard Caldwell.
~aster!' a~ded three of their own
m the fifth mning but were unable
to pass th~ league champions who
by that time had amassed a 4-0
lead.
..
.
In additi~m to suffermg the five
defeats pitcher J?on Freeman
S';Jffered a loss of his own. He saw
his heretofore ~erfect earned run
average of 0.00 m conference fall.
Eastern- Wash. .. . .. 000 004 000-4-8-· 2
Q_~egon College
300 000 002- S 8 1
Oon

l=reeman. "fornrny

Thornpsort

(9)

and Roh Sand: Genf' Lantllorn ~nd .lo'1ri
Shefpr. Hits : EW
Pr')vo, Conlin ?.
BfakP. ?. Godfrev r-,rson, . <:,end ; nrE .
Ma1Cwell 2, Miller. C11ltlwell . Heete·r : Flit ·
c roft 2, Fosfqr. HR .. Millfir

TE.RMPAPERS UNLIMITE
·

reaon College . . . . . . . 002

ooo

5- 2

x-2 4 e

.,. Rlc.k H<1lt and Ken Bucklev;
u 1llin end JohrJ ShftfP.r. Hits:

cii"aries

ew . .

D_eL ong, Provo '2, cnnlln. Buc:l< lev; oce
-E· 5,awvewr. C11ldwell. Shaf11r. 'l)lll ln.
~.
oS ern ash . . .... . 000 030 0--J 7

Oregon Coll11go . . . . 301 ooo lC--.-4 7
~.,n<fv Kr.i.1rnP.,: 11nd Kim f\uc:klP.v, R<111
~._and ( 3 >, R agg 1P Gt1rrlen11r, Gf!nP. tan·
,,orn ( 5 ) 1tnct .lnhn 'i h.::ifPr. Hits : F.W •.
Delon~ 2, l'rovn :,, Blake. Parsons : ace=
;:;. MIiier 2, C11 lrlwrll '2 , HeetP.r, Shafer.
Y'Clrdener. HR . C11lrfwP.f1.

More Sports
Pages 10,11

.Savage Rifles

To Sponsor

Junior Mat,h
The Savage Rifle Team is
Sponsoring the Third Annual
EWSC Junior Invitational Rifle
Match on May 12 -14. Junior
Teams from Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana will be
participating in the match.
A1>plications from sixty individuals representing twelve clubs
have been received by the Savage
Rifle Team. The purpose of the
junior match is to recruit
shooters for the Savage Rifle
Team and students for EWSC.
The match will be held in the
Cadet Hall Rifle Range starting
at 8:00 a.m. and ending at 6:00
p.m. for three days.

The golf team from Eastern
Was~i.ngton State College has
quahfied for the sixth straight
time for the national NAIA
·tournament.
The tournament this year will
be held at Roswell, New Mexico,
June 6th through the 9th.
Eastern's next action will be a
three-way match at Avondale
Golf Course, against North Idaho
Spokane Falls, and Columbi~
Basin, on May 16th.
Leading the Savages to another
national qualification was Bruce
Brevet, with rounds of 71 and 72.
Brevet was .the tourney medalist.
Following Brevet for Eastern
was: Gary Lindeblad, with 76-73,
Mark Running, with 76-74, Vincent Monaco, with 77-81, and
Steve Solomon, rounds of 81-83.
Brevet, Lindeblad, and Running .
were selected to the all-district
team.
Irt the EWSC Invitational Golf
Tournament held last Thursday
at Ha":gman VaUey, and Friday
at Indian Canyon, Eastern finished second to Western Washington St~te College in the NAIA
division. Western totaled 761
strokes to Eastern's 766. NAIA
medalist from eastern was Gary
Lindeblad, with rounds of 70-72.
These almost perfect rounds
(score wise) of Lindeblad's may
not have looked so finessful to a
gallery, but would have been fun
to watch. At Hangman he drove

PROFESSIONALL V RESEARCHED
PAPERS BY QUALIFIED EXPERTS
•

PULLM~N REAL TY
405 .E. MAJN~

206 ME 2-730

it''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ATTENTION
1912 SENIORS

,R1111Ull1Ef

The Crescen,t Photograph Studio invites
Seniors of 1970 to take advantage of
this Special '72 Offer:

We need ~harp, y~ung ambitious young men willing to
travel while learning a new and distinguished form of
selling to a young market.

One 8x10

Two 5x7
Six Wallet or Passport Size

only 9.95

While you are learning we pay your salary $700/ month
~nd pay your expenses. Our minimum trainging period
1s ~ 4 .d~ys and our maximum training on salary 45 days.
Th1s_as Jud~ed on your progress. Our reps average on
our mcent,ve pay basis $1,000 per month their first year.

nd many other
special combination offers.
This Is the time to have your Senior photograph

con't to page 10

Beautiful brand new one bedroom apartments.
Thes_e are fully furnished with a cont~mporary
decor. Off street parking and laundry facilities.

See at 2nd and J c.ir Call 235-6423
or 235-6155

''WE GIVE RESUL TSI''

into the ponct on 18, dropped out
for a one-stroke penalty and thenchipped-up short of of 'the hole.
~e then knocked in the chip for
his. par. On number eight at
Indian Canyon Lindeblad hit
short . of the sand trap; the
following player hit his ball into
the trap - - just ahead of
Lindeblad. W~ll, this shot spattered sand onto the grass in front
of Lindeblad's ball. Many people
will allow you to clear off the area
directly in front of your ball but
it is common courtesy to ask your
~ellow players. One of the players
m the foursome did not agree that
the sand should be cleared off the
grass. So instead of putting the
ball, Lindeblad took out his
wedge and chipped the ball into
t~e hol~ for a birdie. To complete
his ro~d at the Canyon, Lindeblad hit a booming drive on
number 18, followed by a shot into
the trap. He ga_ve the trap shot a

College Pai'k Apartments
NOW RENTING

From: $105 Unfurnished
To $135 Furnished

of Seattle

4556 University Way N.E.
Seatle, Wa. 98105

§astern Wa11t . . . . . . 000 001 0-1

Golfers Clai-m Sixth
Straight District Title

FTD sweet surprise.,
Usually available for
less than

~l!M*
....~ - -

When you'd like to be there
and can't, let Mom know
you haven't forgotten
Mother's Day. Send her a
Sweet Surprise by FTD.
But send it early. P~ace
your order today. FTD will
send a beautiful Mother's
Day bouquet in a bright
and happy, imported cerami~ watering pitcher to
your Mom almost anywhere
in the U.S. or Canada.

FTD sweet surprise"2
Or send Mom a hardy, green
and growing plant ... somethl ng she' II cherish year
'round. The plant in the imported watering pitcher is
usually available for less than

saw

taken • · • at The Crescent, where special care Is

_We are a young company and offer unequaled opportunities
for pro_":1~ ion an a vancement. ts a on your merit
and ab111t1es. Good career potential for right man!

taken to make It an excellent photograph.

PHOTOGRAPH STUDIO
Downtown, Street Floor

LET'S FIND OUT!

Write following address and include address
phone number and resume along with college
tra nsc ript to:
835 N. 9th - COEUR d' ALENE,IDAHO
A IUHIOIAII Y Of MAIISHALL PIILO & COMPANY

~

;e~~~~~~~~~~~-

83814

• As an Independent bus inessman each
FTO Member Florist sets hi s own prices
© 1972 Florists ' Tran;world Oellvery As:
soclatlon.

· , p_a ge 10} the· ~asterner,;, may·10, ,1'972

Women Prime
For District

Hangman Valley To H·ost
Intramural Golf Tourney
This afternoon intramural ac- have batted their way to the top
tion will focus on the Hangman with a 4-0 record, followed by
Valley Intramural Golf Cham- Klaus Muellar with a 3-1 record.
pionship as over eight teams tee
off vying for the championship.
With 4-0 records, Beaver Ben
All teams, consisting of three
and
White Trash are tied for the
persons, will tee off starting at
B
division
first place.
1:00 p.m. at the Hangman Valley
The
C
'division
is jam-packed
Golf Course.
The team ·with the lowest with teams trying to gain first
three-person total will be the place. Raspberry Douch leads
with a 4-1 record and close behind
winn'ing team.
are
Goofy's and Basketball
Another championship will be
Team,
sporting 3-1 records.
decided next Tuesday as the
League
playoffs begin May 16
Rusty Dildoes and Petty Larceny
to
decide
the winners in the
face off for the ir..tramural water
respectible divisions and evenbasketball championship.
Starting time fo.r the game will tually to see who will win the
be 5:00 p.m. in ~he Fieldhouse American and National League
championship.
swimming pool.
This Friday will be the final
"Both championships should
day
for teams and individuals to
provide competitive action and
sign
up...lor the intramural track
enjoyment for both the participants and spectators," declared and field meet, May 18.
Persons interested in competIntramural Director Jared Fors.
ing
are urged to sign up at the
In the intramural softball
Intramural
Office in the FieldAmerican League, Savage House
house.
is leading the A division with 5-0
record, followed by Imagood Ball
sporting a 4-1 record.
Rec. 10, with a 4-0 record, is
Whitworth
leading the American League B
division but fighting to gain a
Faces Savs
hold of the top spot are Petty
Larceny and Fertile Flats, with
The men's tennis team faces
4-1 records."
Whitworth in a home match,
The American League C diviFriday
at 2 p.m.
sion has NXA on top with a 4-1
The
Savages
will be trying to
record.
reverse
an
earlier
5-4 loss to the
In the National League A, B,
Pirates.
and C divisions, competition is
Eastern will also host Columstiff and furious as teams vye for
bia
Basin in a match scheduled
the top positions.
In the A division, Rusty Dildoes for Saturday afternoon.

.

Eastern's women's track team
will have two weeks to prepare
for the Northern Western District
Meet to be held in Ellensburg,
May 19-20.
Eastern is the defending champion in this meet, and will be
going all out for the win, as this

OLSON TRIUMPHS-Eastern Rodeo Club member Jim Olson
brought home a first in bull dogging two weeks ago from Bozeman,
Montana. Over twenty different schools participated in the meet.
Olson also picked up a second place award at Yakima a week later.
Olson is vying for a chance in the national finals at Bozeman in June.

Golfers Triumph
con't from page 9

pretty good swing, but the ball hit
the lip of the trap and rolled back
to rest in the same spot.
Determined not to leave it in
again he rared back and really
blasted it. The ball shot up and
over the green, hit the retaining
wall for the electric cart behind
the hole, and bounced back to
within three feet of the pin.
Undaunted by the series of events
he calmly sank the three-footer
for another "routine" par.
Team scores Eastern Washlnaton
30().300~; Whitman, 306-29~-4; Pacific Lutheran, 300-305--iSOS; Western Wash•
Ing~ 310-296-606; Cffltel Wastllmiton,
Jll·.wL-613: Whltworttl, 333-300-642.
Medalists 1. Bruce Brevet CEW),
71-72-1.43; 2. Keith Crimp (CW), 15-71146; Mark Clinton (PLU) 72-74-1.C~i .C.
Gary Llndebled CEW) 76-73-1"9; 5. Mark
RunnlnQ (EW) 74-76-150, &rook Benz
(Whltm.1n) 7S-7S-150;-

NC.6A DIVISION--Orecion , 363-J511-· 713 ,
WashinQton, 361 ·369.. ·730; OreQon 5ta1e,
370-36~736; Portland Stat~. 374-36>···379;
WashlnAton Stale, 397 .359....746; ldeho.
383·367- 7SO ; Gonzaoa, 379-380-· 759 ; Montana. 388·38.d- - 772 .
NAIA DIVISION- Western W11shlncilon.
382-379- 761; Eestern Washington, 38~·380
- 766 · Central Washlnaton. J98·:l96--79A ;
Oreaon Colleqe of. Education, 410·-403-·813 ;
Eastern Ore11on, <428-AOA- -832.
INDIVIDUALS- Don Smith, Oreaon, 7169- 1.CO; Dave Molitor. OSU. 70-,1 1Al :
G11rv Llndeblad. EW, 70-72- IA2. Grant
Anderson. GonLaQa , 71 -72 142; Dol/a
Camobell, Wash lnQlon. 69·7,t -- 1A3; Cr111a
Griswold. Oreqon. 73-70 - 143 ; Garv 5ilr~r .
Washinciton. 6R-76- •. 1A4; C,HI Schwilnt tll ,
Oroaon. 7,1.70. lAd ; Jl,:n Thomos on. Wi!sh
inoton. 7A-10- -· 1"4; Errr Dulong , PSU . 71
7A ,-- l45 ; Jeff ThomM,, ldilho. JJ. n - 1-15 .
~cott Mi,sinqlll , OSU, 74 -71 . 145; Ron n,ii-,nP.v. PSU , 15-70 145; Jim White, Wnst ern. 73-73 • J,t6; John A<11Pr, OreQnn, 7,1.72

C

AMPUS
RIMI!
HECK
7911

meet also completes the competitive track season for them.
In the Northern Eastern District Meet, held' last weekend in
Lagrande, Oregon, Eastern finished fifth out of eleven teams.
Nancy Olson led the Savagettes
with a first place in the 200 meter
hurdles (setting a new school
'record of 31.4 seconds), a second
in the 100 meter hurdles. and also
ran on the 440 relay team that
finis~ed fifth. Mary McDowell
took first place in the shot-put
with a heave of 36' 61/2 ", just %
inch short of the school record.
Barb Gergen took 2nd in the
javelin with a throw of 113'7",
and also placed sixth in the 440.
Linda Nickell, after only three
weeks of practice, threw the
discuss 87' 7" for a 6th place out
of 14 contestants. The 440 relay,
which took fifth place, was
comprised of Judy Scully, Emi
Terao, Barb Gergen, and Nancy
Olson.
Coach Nancy Holder said "for
a team of eight girls (many
schools field 20 or more girls) we
are doing just fantastic."

-

-

SPONSORED BY
,. ,

GUILD
W '

1.0-SPEED BIKES

ALBUMS - RECORDS

GIVEN AWAY!
WINNERS ANNOUNCED

MAY 13 AT

RTVG Dll«:f
featuring "CALISTO"
I

j

(NEED NOT BE PRESENTl)

Bike Compliments of
~~-~------"'~--=r~-a-c i li-c:Northwest
Bicycle ·
Spokane

DONATION -

so~
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Eastern Str.ong In Twilight Meet

ROB WATSON - Earns firs t 'Yith 6-4 effort

PAUL ROSSER - Skimming over at 14 - 6

Ron AJlen

- Long jump attempt short

I

MIKE HOPLEY • 220.4 toss-takes-third- - -

·~ ~ - - - -

Photos By
Tom VGi l
JOE PILKINGTON - takes fourth in 120 yd. hurdles
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Job /ntervielN Workshop
Will Aid Job-Seekers
A two day workshop designed to aid Eastern Students an~ staff with
job interviewing skill and techniques will be held May 22-23 m room 225
of the Speech Center.
The workshop is the volunteer effort of Forrest Amsden and Dr.
Noel White. Amsden is placement officer for arts and sciences and
was formerly a personnel manager for an Atomic Energy Commission
contractor and an employment representative for General Electric.
Dr. White is assistant professor of interpersonal and organizational
communication and is also a management consultant for
Organizational Associates.
White stated that the secretary in the placement office has a sign-up
sheet and that students interested in the workshop should sign the
sheet prior to 7:00 a.m. May 22.
"Our only reward is the phone calls and the letters of appreciation
we receive from students who have attended the workshop," stated
White.
Last year, the second year the sessions were sponsored, those who
participated in the workshop gave it the highest possible rating for
effectiveness in aiding them, White said.
The Monday session will primarily present the theory of job
interviewing with a short practice session examining concepts and
techniques and explaining handouts on job interviewing and sample
resumes.
The Tuesday session will be roleplaying in interview situations and
audio-video recording of some interviews for self-analysis and
improvement exercises.
Many individuals go into the crucial "30 minute sessions" of a job
interview feeling less than adequate about their ability to handle the
interview. Short intensive training programs in job interviewing have
consistently revealed their ability to produce significant improvements in behavior.
White said the program at Eastern seems to work out well.
One individual told Dr. White that he felt that attending the
workshop had something to do with his getting the job, adding that
three questions asked in the job interview had been studied and
prepared for during the workshop session.
The actual practice session on Tuesday will be conducted primarily
by Amsden who has a good deal of experience as a job interviewer.

MUN Delegates Say
World Is Salvageable
24 hours, the delegates adjourned
for
the evening and commenced
At eight bells on the morning of
with
receptions and caususes.
April 19, 1972, 12 Eastern students
Caucus
meetings take into acwere instantaneously trans.!ount all possible means of
formed into Indonesians. The persuasion,
and any man that has
Indonesian delegation of the
been
out
in
the parking areas of
Mock United Nations of the Far
the
nation
knows what all
West made the trip to Seattle in
of persuasion
possible
means
true American limousine style: a
entails.
The
caucuses
at the
convoy consisting of VolksM.U.N.
were
most
unique.
Most
wagons and Ramblers. Once in
Seattle, the delegation along with caucuses started no sooner than
850 other delegates, stampeded midnight and adjourned around
the exquisite Washington Plaza four in the morning. Then a
Hotel and the infamous if not couple hours sleep and back to
the convention halls to save the
ancient Benjamin Franklin Wing.
world.
Thus went the schedule of
The schedule for the 850 delethe
Indonesian
delegation and
gates started at 3 chimes that
afternoon when we stuffed the that of 850 other delegates. In the
Seattle monorail as if it were a . General Assembly on the final
New York subway. Packed inside day, all members came to the
the monorail train, we were conclusion that although the
introduced into the wonderful world is in utter disagreement,
world of modern and not-so-rapid we could save it and would meet
transit. A monorail is one place next year and figure out how to go
where you hope the other fell ow about saving it once again.
"fired his and hired yours." But
it does beat a Rambler.
Once at the Seattle Center, the
committee meetings started and
it was the beginning of the 22nd
session of the M.U.N. of the Far
West. Pausing briefly for dinner,
the delegates pounded their
brains over the problems at hand
and worked well into the evening,
knowing full well that the -future
of the world was in their hands.
After assuring themselves that
the world would survive another
By Scott Robertson

f

,

TURIN

When you're college age,
why save for tomorrow?
Save for today,
because there's ao much
to llve for ~~9-~~- ~-9.~!
Stop by the Lincoln office near campus and learn how you can earn
generous Interest with complete secur ty rom t e peop e w o ave
a geniune concern for your wellbeing.

ONE OF THE ACTIVITIES-Black Month got off to its official start this week as the first of a series of
programs began. Monday night in Patterson Auditorium (from left) Wa~man· Ware, Rindy Jones, Dave Cole
and Gary Gayton spoke to students, faculty and other interested people on various aspects of black life and
history.

WANT YOUR AD
IN THE EASTERNER?
CALL 359- 7178

OR COME TO MONROE 31·7
All Ads In By Thursday Afternoon
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Eighty New Classes Okayed

Co.urses Accepted For College Requirements
Major changes in general college requirements as
published in Eastern's Spring 1972 catalogue have been
viewed with confusion by students.
New degree requirements are that a student complete
20 hours credits in two of the three required areas of
general education requirements and 15 in the third. The
topic of study remains the same, with humanities, social
science, science and mathematics labeled the required
areas.
A maximum of eight hours of English composition may
be required. Students with a high level of previous
achievement may be exempted.
English 102 is no longer offered, having been replaced
by a series of 200 courses which are more refined than the
old 102 course according to Ray Kresbach, director of the
general advising program.
Kresbach said that those students who have completed
English 101 and 102 and wish to change into the new
catalogue may do so without taking another English
composition class.
He added that any student wishing to repeat English 102
would be channeled into English 203, which is the class
specifically designated for replacement of 102. Changes in required curriculum are basically a
broadening of the options, as all courses previously
acceptable in the three major areas of study are still
acceptable and many courses have been added to the list
of acceptables for the general requirements.
Courses taken to satisfy major requirements will not be
accepted as general college requirements if they are
offered by the department in which the student majors.
However, Dean of Undergraduate Affairs, Henry-York ·
Steiner said required supporting courses for a major area
which are not offered by the department concerned will
still be available for an overlap.
Steiner stated that the departments submit a list of the
courses they wish to make available for general college
requirements to the general education committee of the
Undergraduate Affairs Council.
The committee reviews the courses and discusses them
with the department to insure the course meets the
required philosophy that the faculty and students have
adopted for general education.
The committee then submits the course list along with
its recommendations to the Undergraduate Affairs
Council which then votes to approve or disapprove the
course as general college requirements, Steiner said.
Courses which will satisfy general college requirements
will be designated in the Final Announcement of Courses
beginning Fall quarter 1972.
Presently about 80 courses not previously accepted
have been offered as satisfying general college
requirements. These include 100 and 200 level courses in
the area of foreign languages to meet humanitie~ criteria.
300 level foreign language courses previously were
accepted for the criteria.
Music, English and art courses mostly between the 200
and 400 levels have also been accepted for studies in the
humanities.
The social science area will accept Economics 201 and

202 as well as 11 history course between the 101 and 250
labels. Eight ,a dditional sociology courses have also been
approved for general education requirements in the social
science area.
Steiner said that the catalogue is constructed to meet
the needs of the student and when a student has started a
course of study and the college changes that course of

study, the student has the option of making the leaaf
possible adjustment without inconvenience.
'
As to the major, the department itself has primary
control over the required' course of study, Steiner said.
But the department has the obligation to provide the
student with an education that the student can continue
without hardship because of changes in curriculum.

A, B, C-NC Opinion Requested
The Rules Committee and :\cademic Senate voted to return Proposal A of the new A-B-C-no cre<Jit grading
system to the Undergraduate Affairs Council for further
discussion. Proposal B will be held by the sen::>~e chair
pending further discussion.
Th.e vote to. return the measure to the Undergraduate
Affairs Council was reached after an hour of discussion at
the Acapemic Senate meeting last week. With 27 members
present, nine voted in favor of Proposal A, eleven were
opposed and six abstained. Fourteen votes were needed
for approval.

Essentially, no forward action was taken on the
measure. Arguments for and against the grading system
proposal were heard. Many of the members referred to
having the actions of the institution coincide with the
thoughts towards grading. In other words, as one
instructor said, "It is entirely misleading to even pretend
that we have an A-B-C-D-F grading system. Let's makE'.f
our actions coincide with our thoughts."
·
Several members of the senate expressed a desire to
consider a separation between professional grades (in the,
major areas) and general college requirements.

STUDENT SURVEY
A - B - C - NO CREDIT GRADING SYSTEM
The ABC-no credit grading system . proposal wa·s recentl)' voted down by the Academic Senate. It has been
returned to a committee of the Undergraduate Affairs Council for reconsideration and possible re-evaluation.
!he faculty members have discussed the proposal. The students are asked to be heard concerning the issue.
PROPOSAL A
The only new feature of the proposed grading system is the combination of the present D,F,W, and NC
grades into one--NC. The NC would simply mean that in the j~dgment of the instructor, no credit is earned by
the student who registered for the course for credit. The grades would be A,B,C,NC.
PROPOSAL B
This proposal deals with the Rules for Low Academic Achievements. Any student who completes less than 50
percent of the credits he enrolled for in the last two quarters, after the second quarter at EWSC computed
afte~ one-third of. th~ course timE: has ela~sed, will be required to show cause why the student should
continue to .remain m good standings as a college student.
·
Repeated Courses .
A student may repeat any course. The previous record of the course shall be -superseded by the new.
(Editors Note: This means a student can repeat courses until he attains a 4.0 average.)
Quarterly Honor Roll
Undergraduate students whose grade point average for a given quarter is 3.50 or higher, based on at least 12
c~edits, who have a minimum 2.50 cumlative grade point average, and who are not currently on probation,
will be placed on the Honor Roll for that quarter.
Graduate Honors
Seniors whose cumlative g.p.a. is 4.00 are graduated with Highest Honors. Seniors whose curnlative g.p.a . is
3.75 and above, but below.4,00, are graduated with High Honors. Seniors whos~ cumlative g.p.a. is 3.30 and

above, but below 3.75, are graduated with Honors.

I am in favor of the entire proposed grading system.

I am in favor of Proposal A only.

I am opposed to the entire proposed grading system.

I am in favor of Proposal B only.

(Surveys should be placed in the "Suggestion Box" in the PUB no later than May 15, 1972.)
I_

EASTERN WASHINGTON STATE COU£GE
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
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The Eastern Music Theatre
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MAY 18, 19, and 2(-1972, 8:15 p.m. SHOWALTER AUDITORIU

---!-----+--IL---lilo~r~reservations, phone ·or write,he EWSC-lJepartment ~of MuslC
Phone 359-2S21 or from Spokane, TEB-5271 extension 2521
ADMISSION $1.00 or student exchange ticket from PUB
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Poly Sci. Department Updates Curriculum
"Breaking grm,md and going away from the archaic and
the traditional to create a total flexibility on the part of
both students and instructors in an effort to provide
students with the education they feel is relevant" was the
purpose of the recent curri~ulum revam:P of the politic~l
science department according to the chairman, Dr. David
S. Bell.
"The revised curriculum is an innovation in that it isn't
in any sense like the curriculum of political science
departments of other colleges and universities throughout
the nation," Bell said.
· ·-.. _
The program fea tu res 12 courses on the 300 level with a
teaching approach of discussion and lecture on an
advanced level. These courses as well as some
introductory courses have a broad subject title to provide
flexibility of subject material covered.
Tne program features 12 courses on the 300 level with a
teaching approach of discussion and lecture on an
advanced level. These courses as well as some
introductory courses have a broad subject title to provide
flexibility of subject material covered.
Student demand courses can utilize the Political Science
199, "Contemporary Political Problems" slate to include
subject matter not covered in other courses.
For example, three contemporary political problems
courses will be offered this fall: "Women and Politics,"
"The Politics of the Powerless," and "Elections 1972."
Such classes designed to provide the student with what
he really want to study· may necessitate the "team
teaching approach," Bell said and the department is
prepared for the challenge.
No prerequisites are required for any political science
course below the 400 level, although any student who does
not consider his background sufficient for a course should
consult the class instructor.
The new curriculum resulted from student demand for a
more re'levant curriculum. Discussion of the revised

curriculum began in September 1970 at a retreat on Priest
Lake.
Four committees were formed and each developed a
model curriculum. On a similar retreat last September
after a year of committee meetings with faculty and
student participants, the final negotiations resulted in the
revised curriculum which can be viewed in the Spring '72
Catalogue.
Bell said the total process has not been completed as the
100 and 300 courses must be okayed by the General
Education Committee and then go back through the
Undergraduate Affairs Council for approval before they
become accepted as general college requirements. The
''no-prerequisit system" gives the non -Political Science
major the prerogative to take any course he is interested
in without having to take courses to qualify himself for his
interest.
The course will delve in to the possibility that this is a
delusion and the possibility that America is a corrupt
society, undemocratic and that the American society is
best suited for slaves and barbarians, not for free men.
-"Elite rule" will deal ~ith the premise that nearly
every society is ruled by a few and the rest of the people
are ruled. "Elite rule'' occurs when it is claimed that the
few who rule do so by virtue of some superior ability or
special training.
.

The course will cover whether or not elite claims are
reasonable and if so, under what social conditions.
Bell considers five political science courses which will
be offered this fall as particularly interesting to students:

Eastern 's campus to examine the place of women in
American life. The course will draw upon maximum
womanpower resources to sharpen the focus of awareness
and discussion through personal experience.
·
- "The Politics of the Powerless" will deal with
numerous articulate groups, including college students,
Blacks, Chicanos Indians, women and poor people, who
are now demanding inclusion in or change of the system.
Serious questions to be explored by the class include:
"What options are available to those seeking to change the
policies and institutions of this society?' , Should they
work for change inside or outside the system?" "Can t~e
established procedures of representative government and
cons ti tutionalism bring about the desired changes?"
-"Election '72: "'The Hell you say!' might Democrat
George McGovern be heard to say this, if, after winning
most primaries, he loses the nomination? Or might it b
Hubert Humphrey, abandoned by the AFL-CIO in a last
minute switch to Muskie? Or Muskie, simple in response
to being around that late in the game? ...

Or , of course, could these be the words of President
Nixon- confronted with a heated-up Vietnam and a
still-cool economy- reflecting amazement at the first
ARVN victory in four months-or at the fall of Saigon? '
The course will concentrate on the issues surrounding
the 1972 election campaigns, why things happen as they do
and how they are likely to happen in the future.
-"The Corrupt Society" will discuss the standard view
of American society which runs something like the
following: "Although it suffers from some imperfections,
all of which are open to remedy, America is the best
society every to occur in the history of man.

"Women and Politics'' will be offered, featuring woman
as an individual-"good woman or good citizen?";
Woman's Suffrage, tangible achievement or political
"We are wealthy and all share in this abundance. We
tokenism?; American Politics - institutional sexism?; · are a fair, friendly, and hardworking people. Each of us is
The Feminist Revolution-individual liberation or
free, and each man thinks for himself. Our lives are
socio-cultural decay?

"Women and Politics" is the first course of its kind on

Tues. Slated For
Job Info. Seminar

A job information symposium rector for the Veteran's Hospital
which includes a one hour will deliver an addr.ess concerexcused convocation will be held ning how the Veteran's Adminiin the seconq floor lounge of the stration can assist in gaining
employment.
PUB Tuesday.
Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi,
Miss Jan Hotson, area coordiEastern's chapter of the national nator of the United Statges Civil
business fraternity, the 10 a.m. Service, will discuss emloyment
event will feature a variety of in civil service jobs.
people involved with the various
Forest Amsden, Eastern's
aspects of job availability and placement officer, will moderate
methods of seeking jobs.
the event and free coffee and
Norm Dorpat, Washington Wa- donuts will be available accorter Power personnel director will . ding to Dr. Kermit Palmer,
speak on "How to ask for a job." business professor who serves as
Macks Crutcher, personnel di- advisor for Alpha Kappa Psi.

meaningful and our future secure. All in all, the rest of the
world would do well to emulate our example."

National· Society Of Professors
Draws Plurality In Facu .l ty Poll
Eastern's faculty favors National
Society of Professors, an affiliate
of the National Education Association to represent them in
collective bargaining, according
to a vote taken last week.
In the vote taken which was
counted yesterday, 330 faculty
members voted 74.5 percent in
favor of collective bargaining for
the Eastern faculty. Actual vote
counts were 243 in favor and 83
·
against.
The National Society of Professors was first choice as a

collective bargaining agency by a
narrow 149-143 preference over
the American Association of
University Professors.
Twenty-three votes were cast
in favor of no representation and
12 ballots favored the American
Federation of University Professors (AFL-CIO).
The chosen NSP is also
associated with the Washington
Education Association with this
largest lobbying organization in
Washington.
Dr. William Shreeve, president
of Eastern's NSP, said prior to

ALL THAT IS ROCK,
IS NOT
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Contemporary Rock 6 a.m. to midnight daily .
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the returns that he ''figured we
can gain things through the WEA
better than with any other
organization."
He said the organization would
be used mainly for legislative
power and collective bargaining
on a local state and national
level.
The balloting· which took place
last week was to determine
whether the faculty was interested in collective bargaining.
378 ballots were distributed to
faculty and 87.3 percent or 330 of
the ballots were returned.
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Courses Offered lo Expand ·Awa.reness .••
Mexican Program

Sees Second Year

SUMMER SOUTH OF THE BORDER-Eastern's campus at Guadalajara combines an atmosphere of
study with one of old world charm. Shown is part of the courtyard and the fountain in the central part of 1the
campus.
..

Guest Musician Termed
Summer Music High l·ight
The EWSC Music department
will present an extensive ·summer program this year, highlighted by a special workshop
conducted by renowned musician
and instructor Dr. Mary Hagan,
musi~ supervisor for elementary
schools in the St. Louis archdiocese.
Si~ter Hagan's course is entitled "An Activities Approach to
Music Listening in the Elementary School,'' and the class will
stress innovative and practical
approaches to developing · an
interesting music listening program. An important segment will
be concerned with 20th century
experimental music.
"I highly recommend Dr.
Hagan's course,'' mentioned
Marvin Mutchnik, assistant pro-

fessor of music. "Dr. Hagan is
currently a member of the team
working on a new prospective
music series for Allyn and Bacon
(publishing company), and has
given workshops on music listening and related courses all over
the Midest." Dr. Hagan's class

will be conducted August 14
through 18 and will meet from
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 1:00
p.m. to 3:00 p.m. for 2 credits. No
additional fee is charged for this
workshop if one has also registered for one of the regular
summer sessions as a full time
student. Otherwise the fee for 2
credits or auditing the workshop
is $30.
Another special feature of the
music summer program will be
the Creative Arts Summer Pro-

Foreign Study Chances
.Given In London, ·Pari·s
Eastern offers a Liberal Arts
Study Abroad Program in London, Avignon, and Paris in
conjunction with nine other
Northwest colleges and universities. Sessions are offered autumn, winter, and spring quarters in Avignon, France; summer autumn, winter and spring
quarters in London; and summer
quarter in Paris.
The cost of the program is $900
for summer quarter. and $945 for
each autumn, winter, and spring
quarter, not including transportation costs. This includes resident tuition and fees, lodging and
two meals daily, medical and
baggage insurance, textbooks,

_SPR_
IMG__
SPORTSWEAR
SPECTACULAR I
Cheney

Dept.

Store
DOWNTOWN CHENEY

gram Laboratory, directed by
George· Lotzenhiser. It will be
included in the annual Creative
Arts Summer Series held at
Eastern from June 18-July 1, for
1-3 credits. Entitled the Tamarack Festival, the Spokane
Symphony Orchestra with Con-

ductor Donald Thulean will be in
residence. Also offered in the
festival will be band, orchestra,
choir, piano, and a host of other
music classes.
Other workshops offered this
summer are: orchestral conducting, (a participation fee is
required for this class) ; class
piano for piano teachers; popular
music of today; music in the
theater; directed study in music;
advanced conducting; and research techniques; and bibliography in music. Various recitals
and independent studies are also
scheduled for the summ~r workshop sessions.

large, da rlc
Siamese Cat!

A student ·must have at least
sophomore standing at a Northwest institution and reside in the
Northwest to be eligible to apply.
Application deadlines for each
quarter are: Autumn, June 1·
Winter, October 26; Spring',
January 11; and Summer, April

Cheney Hi Area

.

For more information on the
Liberal Arts Study Abroad programs contact Dr. David Bell
Coordinator of Area Studies, i~
Patterson Hall 2033.
·

.

CALL TOLL FREE
(anywhere In the country
· •or Information and rates)

800-638-0852
or
Call Collect (301) 656-5770
5530 Wisconsin Ave. Suite 1690
Washington O.C. 20015

pro-

For Summer Session
An opportunity to study . a
nu~ber of different cultures will
be offered by Eastern's history
department during the 1972
summer session starting June 19.
Dr. Donald F. Pierce, EWSC
history department chairman,
said courses to be offered include
introduction to Chinese civilization, Indian civilization, history
of sourtheast Asia, Asia and the
West, China in the 19th and 20th
cDnturiAQ,

Black

hi,of..,.,...,..

,,.~

Mb,-,i.t:'o,

American history

and

history of the American Indian.
The EWSC history department
will also offer a variety of courses
in Europian and American history, he said.
Registration information and
applications are available from
the EWSC Office of Continuing
Education in Cheney.
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Eastern teachers presently are
on the faculty in Guadalajara,
Dr. Jeremy Anderson, Dr. Keith
Midgley and Dr. Richard J:1"'.
Miller.
Students pay all tuition and
fees at EWSC. The cost for one
quarter in Mexico is $185, which
includes tuition at $165 and a $20
fee for group field trips and
excursions. Room and board in a
Mexican home is available for $80
a month.
One of the favorite courses for
students during past sessions in
Mexico has been the field study in
art class which involves tours to
many Mexican cities. Last winter's course included a 16 day trip
through the Yucatan Penninsula
with stops at famous Mayan and
Zapotec ruins.
For more detailed information
on the Mexico Program, contact
the Office of Continuting Education, EWSC.

AL'S CHEVRON

CALL 235-6001
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PAPERS~
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Colleges sponsors

gram in Guadalajara, Mexico,
during fall, winter and spring
quarters. These courses are
generally related to the study of
history, sociology, anthropology
and art. Spanish courses are
usually taught by .English-speaking Mexican faculty. One main
requirement for this program is a
5 unit course in Spanish. Three

'LOSTI .

selected excursions and admission for program related activities, and also transportation from
London to the study location.

1.

Many students are not aware of
the various educational opportunities offered by EWSC. Besides
having regular classroom courses of instruction there are other
possibilities open. This summer
the Speech Pathology and Audiology department is offering a
clinic to interested undergraduates, graduates and professional clinicians. A Mexican
Studies Program is also open to
students for the second consecutive year1.
Other courses are available if
students wish to take advantage
of them . Special classes are being
started each quarter, especially
summer quarter. Following is a
sample of options available to
students now or in the near
future.
''EWSC offers several programs of study in Foreign
countries," emphasized Dean
Chatburn, head of the Foreign
studies department. Some of
these programs are of a general
interdiciplinary nature and .
others are more specialized. In
addition, a number of programs
provide an opportunity for students to earn residence credit.
''The purpose of these programs is twofold, ( 1) to utilize the
resourc.es of a foreign setting to
enhance the study of certain
academic subjects which could
not be possible on campus, and
(2) to provide direct experience
with other cultures which, in
turn, fosters an understanding
and appreciation of different
ways of life."
The Northwest Council of

1,
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iONE OF MANY-Concerned students worked well into Tuesday
'morning making banne1·s, signs, and leaflets protesting President
Nixon's Monday night announcement of the mining of North
Vietnamese ports.

GAINING EXECliTIVE SUPPORT-Members of the Ad-hoc committee met with A.S. President-elect Jeff
Riddle (left) and later announced his endorsement of their plans.

Eastern Reacts To
Increased Involvement

In The War

MEETING YESTERDAY MORNING-Students and faculty members met yesterday morning in the PUB to
discuss plans for today's strike and counter-classes! Included in the discussions were plans for coordinating
activities involved ,with the protest, such as rallys and marches.

---

LAST WEEK'S PROTESTS-Students held a rally and march last week in response to the President's
increased bombing and in memory of Kent and Jackson State. The new steps taken by the President raise the
possibilities of further demonstrations.

-

••
WATCHING AND WAITING- Easterner reporter Karen Pruitt
watches KEWC's UPI machine printout for last minute details on new
developments in the war. The campus radio station cooperated with
the Easterner by kindly allowing the paper access to the UPI facility.

•

